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      A very well put together book that will prove invaluable for students on the social work degree. I like it a lot.
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      A useful way into some challenging material




  
          Professor Viviene Cree




              


    
      



 


 
      An essential text for busy social workers, this book provides short chapters on all of the key areas, yet still managing to cover the subjects in some depth. Suggested reading and detailed references support further exploration of the subject.
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      This text offers students digestible chunks of what is complex information.  The book allows an overview and clearly steers students towards the key points of social work practice.
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      A very informative and well produced book that has been well received by students. Excellent written style.




  
          Mr Peter Mounsey




              


    
      



 


 
      This book provides a good overview of key issues in social work.  The chapteres are usefully concise with good pointers for further reading.




  
          Mr Jeremy Dixon




              


    
      



 


 
      Will be adopted for new Module called Transition into Professional Practice.




  
          Ms Debbie Amas




              


    
      



 


 
      Useful book, specifically for early social work students to clarify the multitude of bewildering issues associated with our profession and role.




  
          Mr Mick Wilkinson




              


    
      



 


 
      A good book to 'dip into'. The format in each chapter identifies definition of the topic, key points with discusssion.




  
          Mrs Jean Pippard




              


    
      



 


 
      Extremely good title, extremely useful for students, the layout is good and the detail on each subject provides insight and enough depth for students to gain an understanding. The further reading suggestions are good for students to follow up for extra understanding.
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      A helpful introduction for first year social work students with clear application to practice and pointers for further exploration.




  
          Mr Dan Redfearn
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